
       Sunday Reflection With Fr. Rafal
Dear St. Joseph Parishioners and Visitors,

This weekend we return to the Ordinary Time of the Church, precise-
ly the 2nd Sunday in Ordinary Time, Year A. Today we hear about the One 
who offers hope in a world often marked by darkness. We hear John 

the Baptist's one-sentence summary of who Jesus is: "Behold, the Lamb of God, who takes 
away the sin of the world." Jesus, first and foremost, takes away sin. That is why he came - to 
remove sin.

However, before we can come to Jesus, we have to acknowledge our sins. It is easy 
to see other people's sins. When something terrible happens, people can quickly assign 
blame - especially if they think it involves somebody (or somebodies) they already dislike. It 
is a lot harder to see fault in oneself or in one's own group.

We are quick to blame others, but slow to blame ourselves. We even have a tendency 
to deny sin altogether. It has become a reflex response to say things like: "I didn't do it...It 
wasn't my fault...It wasn't so bad...or...everybody's doing it."

The desire to deny sin goes way back. Do you remember when our father, Adam, ate 
the forbidden fruit? When God confronted him, what did he do? He blamed the woman. 
Our mother, Eve, was not much better. She blamed the serpent. The devil made me do it.

We all try to avoid facing sin and guilt - but ultimately it does not work. J. Budziszewski 
(a philosophy professor at the University of Texas) has written an insightful book titled The 
Revenge of Conscience. He shows that no matter how much we try to deny sin, conscience has 
ways of reasserting itself. Denial of sin - even though it is a reflex response - does not work.

If denial of sin doesn't work, what does work? Well, there is a different approach. Instead 
of the "reflexive response," this approach calls for reflection. There's a big difference be-
tween reflex response and reflection. Reflection takes work. It involves a thoughtful, daily 
examination of one's life - an acceptance of responsibility for the things that I can change.

In his book, Rediscover Catholicism, Matthew Kelly speaks about the "journey toward the-
best-version-of-yourself.":  "I am a sinner and I need to be saved. I need to be saved from 
myself and from my sin… Jesus didn't come for the healthy; he came for the sick, and he 
established the Church to continue his work (cf. Mark 2:17)."If we deny sin, we have no place 
for Jesus, but if we honestly recognize sin, we open ourselves to Jesus. "Behold, the Lamb 
of God, who takes away the sin of the world."

Have a Blessed Week!

Rev. Rafal Ligenza , 
Pastor — St. Joseph Catholic Church

Acknowledge
Sin!


